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Introduction

Over the past five years, Ohio has created policies that prioritized clean energy and sought to rebrand the state as “America’s Energy Gateway.” The state started incentive programs for renewable energy installations and energy efficiency projects, and also passed an Alternative Energy Portfolio standard mandating greater use of renewable and advanced energy resources. Unfortunately, Ohio’s energy policies have been less aggressive in their attempts to build a strong clean energy product supply chain to aid Ohio’s large manufacturing sector. There has been progress, but not enough. Policies specifically targeting the advancement of clean energy manufacturing are scarce.

Ohio can’t afford this ambivalence towards one of the world’s fastest growing industries. The state has lost over 400,000 manufacturing jobs since 2000 and needs to reassert itself as a manufacturing hub. The infrastructure and expertise remain in place: Ohio still has over 630,000 skilled manufacturing employees and the sector accounts for almost one-fifth of the state’s gross domestic product (GDP). Ohio policymakers should bolster the manufacturing sector by doing more to support those trying to compete in the growing clean energy industry.

Clean energy manufacturing is similar in many ways to traditional manufacturing and many existing firms are already making the component parts needed for clean energy systems. This is not an exotic economic activity. It is a crucial opportunity for the existing workforce and manufacturing base to supply new demand for their products.

One priority is for the state to implement policy mechanisms that increase access to capital for Ohio clean energy manufacturers (CEMs). Since the financial crisis and subsequent recession, private lenders have become extremely cautious and capital has become insufficiently accessible. For CEMs, these difficulties are exacerbated by clean energy’s status as an emerging industry that remains unfamiliar. This feeds perceptions of higher risk. In reality, green industries are rapidly growing worldwide and Ohio companies have already seen gains from investing in clean energy. Demand for renewable energy — and all of the manufactured component parts and equipment that come with it — is growing internationally and countries are vying for market share. Ohio needs to invest in its CEMs to stay competitive and make sure the state gets its share of family-supporting manufacturing jobs.

In order to offer advice on what steps Ohio can take to win the competition for clean energy jobs, the Ohio BlueGreen Apollo Alliance has convened a task force comprised of representatives from the business, investor, labor, policy, and environmental communities. The following are the Ohio BlueGreen Apollo Green Manufacturing Action Plan (GreenMAP) policy recommendations for the creation of clean energy manufacturing jobs in Ohio.

Summary

Our recommendations in the realm of finance focus on bolstering Ohio’s current clean energy policies with capital access programs exclusive to clean energy manufacturing. Currently, Ohio lacks any financing programs focused solely on clean energy manufacturing. State aid to clean energy manufacturers is sporadic and difficult to attain. Grant programs and tax credits are helpful but do little for companies requiring loans to develop their product lines and enter the market. For this reason, we recommend that Ohio create a loan program exclusive to clean energy manufacturers. Further, loan programs should seek to maximize the benefit of public dollars by leveraging private investment.

In addition to new loan programs targeting clean energy manufacturers, we recommend the continuation and expansion of tax incentives and grant programs aimed at the clean energy industry, so long as they have standards and conditions in place to ensure appropriate use of
funds. These policies have lowered the costs of becoming more energy efficient and producing one’s own renewable energy, and have increased demand for the clean energy products that are manufactured here in Ohio.

In addition to these new financing mechanisms and incentives, we also recommend:

- Prioritizing support for small to mid-size clean energy manufacturers.
- Continuing and expanding support for research and development.
- Continuing and expanding support for existing clean energy manufacturing clusters.
- Expanding workforce development programs to train employees for these new industries.
- Expanding Ohio’s demand-side clean energy policies.
- Pushing for improvements in clean energy manufacturing policy at the federal and regional levels.

Policies and programs should in all cases be structured to advance the objective of growing good green jobs in Ohio’s clean energy manufacturing sector. The following principles should guide policy development to help achieve this objective:

- Take into account positive supply chain building and job creation effects.
- Prioritize and incentivize investments based on in-state content production or job creation.
- Include family-supporting wage and benefit requirements.
- Include reasonable clawback provisions for companies that fail to meet requirements after receiving a state incentive.

Recommendations

I. Support policies that improve access to finance for Ohio clean energy manufacturers

Access to capital is one of the largest barriers for clean energy manufacturers. This is also an area where our international competitors have been outpacing the United States. While especially important for startups and small-to medium-sized companies attempting to commercialize and begin distribution, availability of financing also affects those established manufacturers hoping to retool and take advantage of the clean energy industry. The goal of publicly funded financing programs should be to leverage private investment. This gets the best value out of the public dollar and increases private sector commitment to the industry. Ohio has many economic development programs in place that are available to clean energy manufacturers, although not specifically geared towards
them. Improvements can be made to assure clean energy manufacturers benefit from existing programs and the creation of new financing programs would help build a coherent clean energy manufacturing strategy.

Existing policies to be improved and continued

Ohio offers two energy-related loan programs that have the potential to support clean energy manufacturing. The first is the Ohio Energy Gateway Fund, an equity fund created through a public-private partnership that focuses on clean energy, efficiency, and manufacturing investments. With an infusion of $40 million from the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) State Energy Program and the Ohio Bipartisan Jobs Stimulus Package, the state of Ohio has partnered with a private investor to match each public dollar, thus doubling the investment fund. The private investor chosen by the state has complete discretion regarding how the money is invested and splits returns on the investment with the state until an equal “preferred return” is reached. Once the state receives its “preferred return,” the private investor enjoys a greater share of profits.

This Gateway Fund is one of the first of its kind that caps risk for the state, leverages private dollars, and offers profit incentives to private investors. Currently, the Ohio Energy Gateway Fund has committed $30 million to one investment manager, EnerTech, LLC, and another $10 million to Arsenal Venture Partners. Eligible projects for investment include solar, solar thermal, geothermal, and biomass generation projects, as well as energy efficiency projects and the retooling of existing manufacturers to strengthen Ohio’s advanced energy supply chain.

Funding for the Advanced Energy Component of the State Stimulus program is set to run out at the end of 2011. This program has been highly successful at expanding clean energy manufacturing companies and leveraging private investment. The state should renew funding for these initiatives in 2012 and beyond, and use returns on current loans to continue supporting clean energy manufacturers.

New programs Ohio should pursue

We also recommend the following options to bolster access to credit for Ohio CEMs. The state could:

A. Help municipalities win available federal funding.
B. Establish a loan fund similar to the Ohio Capital Access Program specifically targeting CEMs.
C. Establish a clean energy manufacturing revolving loan fund.
D. Promote the strategic use of pension funds and university endowments.
E. Establish a forgivable loan program for CEMs that rewards job creation.
F. Do more to help when matching funds are needed to win federal funds.

A. Help municipalities win available federal funding

Given the state’s budget constraints, a priority should be accessing existing federal funds that are available. The federal State Small Business Credit Initiative (SSBCI) program offers such an opportunity to fund a new support program for small- to medium-sized clean energy manufacturers. Unfortunately, the deadline has passed for the state to directly access this funding. However, municipal governments can still apply for these funds. The state should promote this opportunity to the municipalities throughout the state and provide technical assistance to help to win these funds to support greater private sector lending.

The SSBCI was included in the 2010 Small Business Jobs Act, a $42 billion bill aimed at creating jobs through small business lending initiatives. It is a $1.5 billion program to aid states struggling to continue their small business lending programs, of which Ohio was deemed eligible for $55 million. In order to gain access to the funds, the state must show what existing or newly-created small business lending program the federal money will support and partner with private lenders to leverage at least $10 of private investment for every public dollar.8

The deadline for state applications has passed but another phase of the program will allow municipal governments to apply for the funds. The deadline for doing so has yet to be set. Nonetheless, efforts to access these funds to support Ohio CEMs should commence immediately. These funds are federally mandated to focus on small- to medium-sized manufacturers (fewer than 500 employees), target loans of $5 million or less, and consider benefits to the state, its businesses, and its residents.9

Michigan has already received the first third of its $79.1 million in SSBCI funds and used it to support two loan financing programs limited to manufacturing, research and development, and high technology businesses. So far it has been highly successful, leveraging $191 million in loans to 23 businesses with only $20 million of public funds. There have been no defaults and the state has actually seen an estimated 4 percent return on its investments. These programs are also credited with creating or retaining 1,800 jobs.10 To be clear, these government programs are earning money for the state, and are boosting clean energy manufacturing job growth.

Ohio can use this opportunity to focus on bolstering its manufacturing sector and expanding the clean energy supply chain. Ohio already boasts one of the strongest clean energy supply chains in the U.S. and a focused effort to finance more startups and potential clean energy manufacturers will make the state a major player in one of the world’s fastest growing industries. It is also a chance to regain many of the manufacturing jobs lost over the past decade, putting Ohioans back to work in a field where they excel.
B. Establish a loan fund similar to the Ohio Capital Access Program specifically targeting CEMs

Establish a loan fund similar to the Ohio Capital Access Program that only serves manufacturers working in the clean energy supply chain, attempting to expand into clean energy industries, or attempting to lower costs through energy efficiency projects. The Ohio Capital Access Program leverages private investments by setting up a “loan guarantee reserve” that protects lenders when borrowers default on loans. Both the lenders and borrowers contribute 1.5-3 percent of the loan into the reserve fund, while the state adds another 10 percent of the loan.11 This allows lenders to invest in projects with a higher perceived risk and be assured their investment is protected. Capital Access Programs are widely used throughout the country and are a popular way to leverage private investment with limited public funds.12

The creation of a Capital Access Program exclusive to clean energy manufacturers would create more private investment in Ohio’s clean energy supply chain. Manufacturers interested in lowering energy costs or producing clean energy component parts would benefit from having multiple private lenders partnered with the state willing to make higher-risk loans. The partnership between the state and private financers could become an important part of a focused clean energy manufacturing strategy and provide manufacturers established pathways to attaining loans for the transition to clean energy production.

C. Establish a clean energy manufacturing revolving loan fund

The creation of a Clean Energy Manufacturing Revolving Loan Fund is another option that has had success in other states. The advantage of the revolving loan fund is that it is designed to replenish itself from interest and principal payments and thus requires little funding after the initial public investment. The Ohio State Energy Program (SEP) has become another major grant-giving program for clean energy initiatives. While the SEP is a federally funded program that has existed for 30 years, the 2009 ARRA stimulus package made it a real force in Ohio after awarding the state $96 million for energy efficiency and renewable energy projects.13 According to a January 2011 report, $92 million had been distributed to the state, of which $77 million had been obligated to projects.14 This leaves $19 million in ARRA funds as one possible source of capital for the creation of a clean energy manufacturing revolving loan fund, which would extend the life of the grant money to serve more projects.

One example that could provide a model is Wisconsin’s Green to Gold Fund, a $100 million revolving loan fund that streamlined federal and state dollars into a financing mechanism solely focused on manufacturers.15 The fund created a one-stop-shop for any state manufacturer looking to improve their energy efficiency, retool to produce renewable energy systems and component parts, or train the local workforce to work in the renewable energy supply chain. It also attached job quality and wage requirements that guarantee investments will lead to middle-class job creation. Ohio has almost 200,000 more people than Wisconsin working in the manufacturing sector.16 Our state should show, at the very least, the same commitment to clean energy manufacturing as our neighbors.

D. Promote the strategic use of pension funds and university endowments

Ohio could invest in clean energy manufacturing using state employee pension funds as was done in California’s Green Wave Initiative. In 2004, at the request of California State Treasurer Phil Angelides, the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) and the California State Teachers’ Retirement System (CalSTRS) began a four-pronged approach to investing in clean energy.17 Initiatives include demanding environmental disclosure from companies they have investments in, targeting private investment in environmental technologies, investing in the stocks of environmentally responsible companies, and reducing energy consumption in the pension funds’ real estate holdings. Both CalPERS
recommend the broadest practical assessment of cost and benefits (e.g. government spending or revenue impacts). Such a forgivable loan program was recently proposed at the federal level by a bi-partisan duo of Virginia legislators, Senator Mark Warner (D) and Representative Frank Wolf (R). Another example already in existence can be found in Wisconsin, where Ohio’s Columbus Castings has benefited from a forgivable loan partnership with Sheboygan County, the City of Sheboygan, and the State of Wisconsin.

E. Establish a forgivable loan program for CEMs that rewards job creation

The creation of a forgivable loan program for CEMs that would covert loans to grants based on job creation achievements would be a useful economic development tool for Ohio. In this type of program, the state would serve as a lender, directly offering low interest loans to the borrowing company. The state and the borrower would agree that if a target number of jobs are created and maintained for an agreed time period, then some portion or the entirety of the loan’s principal would be forgiven. The rationale for offering some degree of loan forgiveness is that hitting job growth targets is an indicator that additional tax revenues are also being generated. If the job growth targets are not achieved, then repayment plus interest is required. In this way, there need not be a negative fiscal impact on the state. Indeed, the program should be structured to be revenue neutral. We and CalSTRS signed on to each approach and invested billions of dollars into clean energy initiatives. Currently, public employee pension funds in Ohio are a politically volatile subject. As such, the timing may not be right for this concept. However, the pension funds have the potential to act as a huge investor in clean energy manufacturing and can be a viable tool once political concerns are settled.

F. Do more to help when matching funds are needed to win federal funds

Ohio manufacturers have faced the challenge of securing the matching funds needed to win federal funding. When evaluating potential business loans, the state should take into account and prioritize projects that are positioned to receive further funding from the federal government, especially projects that require some amount of matching funds in order for the federal loan to be made. Such projects have the potential to offer the state a better return on their investment. Therefore, the need for matching funds in order to qualify for federal dollars should be included in the evaluation process. Small- and medium-sized manufacturers do not have the resources, time, and expertise that larger companies have to find every possible source of funding available to them. Thus, the process must be a collaborative one between the
Ohio should also extend the life of the Advanced Energy Fund. The Advanced Energy Fund has been a grant program providing capital for renewable electricity generating installations throughout the state. These projects are generally residential, commercial, industrial, and utility-scale solar panel installations, wind turbines and wind farms, and biomass conversions of existing electric generators. The fund has also financed energy efficiency projects in 65 manufacturing facilities around the state. Such industrial energy efficiency improvements lower energy bills, making businesses more competitive. This feature of the incentive program is why we include it here and not under our demand-side policy discussion.

II. Improve and continue Ohio incentive programs

In addition to measures that improve access to capital for clean energy manufacturers, we recommend continued funding for Ohio’s existing clean energy incentive packages. These tax credits and grant programs have made clean energy a priority in the state and have directly or indirectly aided clean energy manufacturers. Many of these programs are set to lose funding at the end of 2011, which will be highly detrimental to the clean energy manufacturing supply chain in Ohio.

Beyond continuation of existing incentive programs, we recommend the creation of an incentive program directly targeting clean energy manufacturing. A clean energy Anchor Tax Credit would strengthen both public and private commitment to the clean energy market. The tax credits are designed to provide tax relief for companies that attract other businesses to locate or expand in the state. State certification as an “anchor company” would be required and consistent evaluations are necessary to make the credits cost-effective. This could be especially useful for building Ohio’s renewable energy supply chain and leveraging its existing resources. Anchor tax credits are useful for building “clusters” in one business sector and attracting larger companies – original equipment manufacturers ideally – that would benefit from a complete supply chain in close vicinity. The Anchor Tax Credit could complement Ohio’s existing “cluster” initiatives, such as the Ohio Hubs of Innovation and Opportunity program and Ohio Third Frontier Program investments.

The Hollings Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) is an existing federal program administered by the U.S. Department of Commerce and the National Institute of Standards and Technology that offers local access and tailored support for small and mid-size manufacturers. Each state has MEP partners that provide consultation to local businesses on technology innovation and increasing competitiveness. This can be as simple as helping companies improve their energy efficiency to lower costs or as complex as retooling a manufacturer’s
and consulting firms. These collaborative efforts help the state focus its economic development resources on established and growing industries.

The continuation and expansion of these network-building initiatives are an important element of a clean energy manufacturing strategy for the state. While financing for companies might be the most immediate need, collaborative research and innovation efforts like these are what will allow Ohio to carve out a foothold in the clean energy economy and compete for many years to come. They also help brand the state as a friendly place for clean energy businesses and encourage further investment and expansion in our clean energy supply chain.

IV. Expand and continue support for research and development initiatives

Research and development investments will play a major role in deciding where economic gains are seen from the clean energy industry. For Ohio manufacturers to compete on a global level, they must have access to the latest research and breakthrough technologies. The federal government generally plays a large role in providing funds for new research initiatives and Ohio should actively pursue those funds. However, investment programs at the state level have had lots of success in Ohio and they should continue and expand wherever possible.

The Ohio Third Frontier Program is the largest research and development state investment program. Between 2002 and 2009 the program spent $681 million and generated over $6 billion in economic activity.24 The Third Frontier encompasses many programs with different focuses. Of the clean energy manufacturing companies, the most relevant are the Fuel Cell Program, Advanced Energy Program, and Photovoltaic Program. The Third Frontier also funds different financing programs, such as the Ohio Capital Fund and Innovation Ohio Loan Fund.

Even with these large scale programs focused on business financing and startup development, the Third Frontier still spends the vast majority of its money on university
research through its Wright Centers of Innovation Program, Research Commercialization Program, Ohio Research Scholars Program, and Wright Projects Program. Between 2003 and 2008 over 76 percent ($684 million) of Third Frontier money went to research projects while 10 percent ($89.7 million) went to product development and commercialization assistance. While the Third Frontier’s main focus has always been on research initiatives, the program has also been used as an economic development tool. The enormous disparity between investments in research and investments in economic development is problematic. Third Frontier economic development and entrepreneurial support programs have been more cost effective at creating jobs, and those jobs are accessible for more Ohioans than university research positions. While we recommend the state maintain a strong focus on research and development of new technologies, especially clean energy technologies, we also suggest the Third Frontier strikes a much greater balance between university and economic development investments. More emphasis is needed on the commercialization of new technologies.

V. Invest in workforce development

In January 2010, the Apollo Alliance and Policy Matters Ohio released Mapping Green Career Pathways: Job Training Infrastructure and Opportunities in Ohio. The report compiled and analyzed the existing workforce training programs in Ohio and provided recommendations on improving these to meet the needs of the growing clean energy industry. In summary, the report stressed the importance of:

• Using existing workforce training infrastructure rather than the creation of many new programs.

• Achieving greater integration between the state and the different institutional participants: training providers, unions, schools, and businesses.

Of particular importance is the fact that 55 percent of jobs created in green industries are either manufacturing or construction jobs. Ohio has strong potential to create these jobs and regain many of the manufacturing jobs lost over the past decade. The Renewable Energy Policy Project (REPP) identified 2,465 Ohio businesses that are primed to manufacture component parts for wind turbines, solar panels, biomass co-firing systems, and other renewable energy generation equipment. The Environmental Law and Policy Center recently reported that Ohio already has 106 businesses in the wind turbine supply chain and another 63 in the solar industry supply chain, supporting over 9,000 jobs. Part of continuing this expansion and green economic development is making sure the Ohio workforce has the skills needed to support these new businesses. There are shortages...
of workers in both specialized energy jobs (e.g. energy auditor, wind turbine technician) as well as existing professions (e.g. welder).

While these programs have provided better access to green-collar job training for students attempting to enter the workforce, a manufacturing workforce development strategy must also focus on incumbent worker retraining. The Ohio Workforce Guarantee has recognized this and provides funding for retraining current employees. In-house company programs that result in a portable certificate can be reimbursed at 100 percent by the state, as well as programs in which an employer partners with a joint vocational center or community college. Programs that do not fall into these categories can still be reimbursed at a 75 percent rate.

These existing training opportunities are great tools for the state and provide a solid workforce training infrastructure. Small steps can be taken to ensure these programs get the greatest value for the community and provide our clean energy manufacturers with a well-trained workforce. The state should start by investing in credible data collection and dissemination to understand the number and types of jobs needed most in the private sector. It should also prioritize financial awards to projects and companies that are committed to hire locally from training and apprenticeship programs. Also, state workforce training grants should be conditioned on interagency collaborations, which would encourage training providers, unions, employers, and Workforce Investment Boards to work together. This will build a coherent and efficient workforce training network that minimizes overlap and allows programs to be tailored to specific company needs. Finally, state investments in workforce training should emphasize flexibility for workers by funding programs that provide portable certificates and degrees.

The state has also been employing federal dollars for its Energizing Careers workforce-training program. This program has been a particular boon for clean energy manufacturers and their employees. In January 2011, the program received $1.3 million to train over 700 workers at six different companies. The advantage of the Energizing Careers program is that it is company specific in how it trains workers, rather than offering the same curriculum for everyone. Thus, each company receiving funding is training workers in a specialized area that will allow those workers to be hired immediately at each company. For example, Willard and Kelsey Group, LLC will be training workers in the production of frameless cadmium telluride photovoltaic solar panels. Each company receives a trained workforce specific to its needs, while workers are trained through a company that is likely to offer them a job.

Energizing Careers is a $6 million program created in 2010 with federal ARRA funds. The January 2011 funding was the second round of disbursement from the program. As funds dwindle and the clean energy manufacturing
sector grows, it is critical that Ohio legislators continue their commitment to clean energy manufacturers and workers by funding this program as needed and incorporating it into their larger workforce development infrastructure.

VI. Expand and improve demand-side policies

Though this report emphasizes supply-side mechanisms that directly bolster clean energy manufacturers, we must also note the important role Ohio’s demand-side policies have played in driving clean energy industry growth. By encouraging the growth of clean energy generation projects in the state, demand-side policies have created a market for local component parts and equipment produced by Ohio’s clean energy manufacturers. A key demand-side policy in Ohio is the Alternative Energy Portfolio Standard (AEPS). We recommend an increase in the renewable energy requirements.

Currently, the AEPS requires investor-owned electric utilities to attain 12.5 percent of their electricity from renewable sources (including a 0.5 percent solar requirement) and another 12.5 percent from advanced energy sources (e.g. “clean coal,” nuclear) by 2025. It also requires utilities to implement energy efficiency programs to lower their customers’ energy consumption by 22 percent over the same period. Annual benchmarks towards these goals have been set and are enforced by the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio.

The AEPS mandates that 50 percent of the renewable and advanced energy requirements must be electricity-generating facilities located in Ohio and the remainder must be delivered to the state. Utilities can either install their own renewable energy resources or buy the power in the form of Renewable Energy Credits. This has led to a huge growth in renewable energy generation installations from residents and businesses wishing to sell the power to utility companies. The state only had 10 MW of wind power capacity in 2010 and 400 MW are now under construction. Utility scale solar installations have also begun to appear in Ohio for the first time. The 12 MW Wyandot Solar Farm opened in June 2010. This is perhaps the best example of market demand aiding clean energy manufacturers: all 159,200 solar panels were manufactured by First Solar Inc. in Perrysburg, Ohio. First Solar began operations in Ohio in 2000 with 50 employees. Today it employs around 1,100 Ohioans, with the majority of them working in the manufacturing sector.
VII. Push for improvements in clean energy manufacturing policy improvements at the federal and regional levels

A. Federal policy

While the U.S. Department of Energy deserves credit for all the excellent work it has done to promote clean energy development and job growth, there is still room for improvement. The process for acquiring grants and loans is too time and resource intensive. Major awards can require an investment of tens or hundreds of thousands of dollars in staff time and the process can take as long as two years to complete. Reforms should be enacted to increase efficiency and decrease the costs for applicants.

Furthermore, Ohio is in a strong position to be an important voice in the national debate on manufacturing policy. The lack of a coherent approach has put the United States at a disadvantage. The state’s policymakers should advocate for a comprehensive national manufacturing policy. Some specific elements that deserve strong support include the following types of measures:

- **Support better access to capital** – provide federal funding to help establish state-level revolving loan funds to assist manufacturers seeking to improve their energy efficiency or retool their plants to produce clean energy products.

- **Tax credits** – extend the Advanced Manufacturing Tax Credit (48c) that was created as part of the ARRA stimulus package in 2009. This has been an extremely popular program for CEMs. Unfortunately, the program was so popular that it exhausted its $2.3 billion long before it could fulfill the needs of the manufacturing sector. Less than a third of the eligible projects received the 30 percent tax credit prior to funds running out. Ohio companies received $118 million from the program the first time around and the state has multiple approved projects and millions of dollars waiting for the tax credit to receive more funding.

Strengthened targets and strict enforcement would provide an extra boost to Ohio’s clean energy manufacturers with associated job growth benefits.

While the AEPS has generally been successful, there have been some concerns over weak enforcement of annual benchmarks and that requirements could be weakened. Weakening this law would be a huge step backwards for Ohio’s clean energy manufacturing sector and would cause investors to question Ohio’s commitment to clean energy industries. Lenient enforcement of the law’s annual benchmarks would cause similar problems. Renewable and solar energy benchmarks can be bypassed by a force majeure request that the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (PUCO) must approve. In 2009, the PUCO approved such requests from all four investor-owned-utilities for their failure to reach solar benchmarks. This was partly due to the nascent nature of Ohio’s solar industry at the time and a lack of available solar Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs). However, in 2010, one of these utilities, FirstEnergy (which attained the fewest solar RECs in 2009), again filed for a waiver of their solar requirement, even though Ohio’s current solar industry has more than enough RECs for all four utilities. The PUCO is currently reviewing their force majeure request, and should enforce, for the first time, the penalties laid out in the original SB 221 legislation.

The PUCO is currently reviewing their force majeure request, and should enforce, for the first time, the penalties laid out in the original SB 221 legislation.

Strengthened targets and strict enforcement would provide an extra boost to Ohio’s clean energy manufacturers with associated job growth benefits.
The erratic nature of renewable energy incentives has also held back renewables development in the United States. Ohio’s state and federal elected officials should support more dependable renewable energy incentives, including extension of the Production Tax Credit, which will expire at the end of 2012 without reauthorization.

B. Regional policy

Ohio is one of several states in the industrial Midwest with similar strengths and opportunities for expansion of clean energy manufacturing. This creates opportunities for greater efficiencies through coordination, economies of scale, and collaborative learning through information and lessons exchange. We urge Ohio to join with others in the region to establish a Midwest CEM Policy Working Group under the auspices of the Midwestern Governors Association. This Working Group can help develop proposals for regional, multi-state action to advance smart CEM policy. The Working Group can also promote awareness of the benefits of such policy proposals, thereby increasing the likelihood of their adoption.
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